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Abstract: In this paper, a new model has been presented to determine the number of spare
transformers and their locations for distribution stations. The number of spare transformers
must be so that they need minimum investment. Furthermore, they must be sufficient for
replacing with transformers that have been damaged. For this reason, in this paper a new
purpose function has been presented to maximize profit in distribution company’s
budgeting and planning. For determining the number of spares that must be available in a
stock room, this paper considers the number of spares and transformer’s fault at the same
time. The number of spare transformers is determined so that at least one spare transformer
will be available for replacing with the failed transformers. This paper considers time
required for purchasing or repairing a failed transformer to determine the number of
required spare transformers. Furthermore, whatever the number of spare equipment are
increased, cost of maintenance will be increased, so an economic comparison must be done
between reduced costs from reducing of outage time and increased costs from spare
transformers existence.
Keywords: Maintenance, Mobile Transformer, Replacement, Spare Transformer.

1 Introduction1
In the power systems, transformers have a critical role
in reliability and availability and need a huge
investment. Moreover, the risk involved in running the
system without proper attention to assets integrity in
service is quite high. Additionally, the probability of
losing any equipment vital to the transmission and
distribution system, such as power and distribution
transformers, is increasing especially with the aging of
power system’s assets [1]. Therefore, investment risk
and reliability of this equipment must be considered
efficiently. Maintenance, repairing, replacement are
some of the options that are used in the asset
management for increasing reliability and investment.
Moreover, most of the distribution substations are
operated radially, and their transformer failures cause
outages. Transformer’s failures and fatigues have an
important role in customer outages, because, repairing,
purchasing and installation time of this equipment are
long. For this reason, for reducing of customer outage
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time, having a stock room for storing an appropriate
number of spare transformers are necessary. For
reducing access time to spare equipment and
minimizing of transportation cost and reducing outage
time, stock room’s location must be close to where the
density of transformer’s failure is high.
On the other hand, failure of transformers in
distribution substations causes customer’s outages and
cost. Recent cost depends on customer type and outage
duration. In this situation, time for recovering of failed
unit, by repairing and purchasing a new unit may last
several months that it depends on the type of failure.
Outage durations may be reduced considerably by using
of spare transformers. So the number of spare
transformers must be selected to supply sufficient
transformers in the stock room with high reliability. If
the numbers of spare transformers are increased
excessively, cost of purchasing and maintenance will
increase. On the other hand, whatever, number of spares
are increased, total cost will increase and if the number
of spares be less than a critical value, we must pay much
costs for customer’s outages.
Researches and papers are presented in designing,
planning and reliability of distribution systems [2]. Ref.
[3] presented a probabilistic method based on binomial
distribution for determining number of and timing of the
spare unit in distribution substations. Ref. [4] presented
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probabilistic models based on Poisson distribution and
total cost concept (cost of spares and cost of outages)
for determining spare transformer of distribution
substations. Ref. [5] presented a probabilistic model
based on binomial distribution with considering repair
time or replacement time for a one distribution
transformer and total cost concept for determining
optimum number of spare transformers. Mobile
transformers have not been considered in references [3,
5]. Ref. [6] presented two probabilistic methods for
determining the optimal number of spare transformers.
First method used a simple Markov model and second
one used Monte Carlo simulation model for determining
optimum number of spare transformers. The presented
model given in [6] has considered only critical failures
and has not considered required time for installation of a
spare transformer. Furthermore, Ref. [6] have not used
mobile transformers. Ref. [7] used a probabilistic model
based on Markov model for determining optimal
number of required spare transformers for high-voltage
substation so that acceptable level of reliability and the
lowest cost are obtained. Ref. [8] has applied a
cost/benefit analysis based on Markov model to
determine optimal number of spare transformers for
high voltage auto-transformers. Ref. [9] used a
probabilistic model based on Markov model to
determine benefit of using mobile unit substation in
high voltage substation. Ref. [6] also used three
methods to determine optimum number of spare
transformers. First and second method are based on
reliability and third method is based on minimum cost.
In the first method, system performing states have been
described using Markov process. In the second method,
Monte Carlo simulation model was used to assess
system reliability. Ref. [10] described a probabilistic
model to determine number of spare transformers and
mobile unit substations for a group of distribution
transformers with a target of achieve a desired level of
availability. Ref. [11] presented a probabilistic method
using Markov model to assess the number of spare
transformers and movable units for a group of
distribution transformers.
Ref. [12] proposed evaluation approaches to multiitem base-stock inventory policies where unidirectional
substitutions are allowed. The problems in this paper are
in the context of spare parts management and identifies
two substation cases: substation upon demand arrivals
and substation upon order deliveries. Ref. [13] have
given an overview of the research, models and literature
about optimization approaches to the problem of
optimally locating one or more new facilities in an
environment where competing facilities are already
established. Ref. [14] is devoted to the establishment of
reasonable levels of critical power equipment inventory
using available historical data and strict legal
requirements for reliable electrical power supply.
Several models, including an Extreme Value Theory
and a Homogeneous Poisson model, are used with
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results compared to provide a probabilistic formulation
of suggested inventory. Ref. [15] presented a decision
support system based on a multi-attribute p-median
model. And in their paper back-up transformer locations
have been indicated and analyzed.
Ref. [16] presented a brief description of the
elements of general asset management model in the
context of an electric utility and the implementation of
the intelligent system for detection and diagnosis as well
as the failure rate estimation model exemplified using
data of measurements performed in real power
transformers. A robust anomaly detection module using
prediction models based on artificial intelligence
techniques developed for top oil temperature monitoring
and the use of decision trees as classifiers for the
assessment of FRA2 measurements is also illustrated.
For failure rate estimation, the use of a model based on
hidden Markov chains presented using data of dissolved
gas analysis tests.
Ref. [17] suggested a procedure for determining an
optimal combination of activities and measures to
minimize the expected total costs during the planned
exploitation
period
of
power
transformers.
Combinations of different types of preventive
maintenance, spare parts keeping and installation of
Condition monitoring systems of power transformer
individual components have been taken into
consideration in [17].
Ref. [18] suggested a method for evaluation of
justification of certain activities and measures aimed at
improving power transformer availability and reducing
expected cost during a planned exploitation period. The
model in [18] is based on the assumption that the failure
renewal time is not a deterministic parameter, but is
generally distributed. All calculations in [18] were made
for the case when failure renewal time is Weibull
distributed.
In reference [19], a new probabilistic method based
on Monte Carlo simulation for determining the optimum
number of spare transformers has been presented. With
the method presented in that paper, modeling of aging
process and load growth are allowed whereas these are
impossible via traditional methods like poison and
Markov processes. Combination of suggested method in
Ref. [19] with a heuristic algorithm, the optimum
number of spare transformers are determined over a preestablished planning horizon.
The innovation that there is in this paper than
another papers is that the optimal number of spare
transformers is determined so that there is at least a
spare transformer in the stock room for replacing with
damaged transformer. With this method, the customer
would not get long outages and customer’s cost will be
minimized. Furthermore, the optimal location of the
spare transformer is considered and it is determined
with Genetic algorithm so that the distance between
spare transformer and failed locations is minimized.
With this method replacing of failed equipment are done
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with faster acceleration and also most of parameters like
installation time, installation cost and other parameters
that are effective in having spare equipment have been
considered. Moreover, mobile transformers are
considered so that customer outage time is decreased.
Additionally, asset management activities like spare
transformer maintenance, repairing and replacements of
failed transformers are considered.
In this paper, section 2 has presented a new model to
find the number and location of spare transformers with
considering effective factors on cost function and
relations between them. In section 3 numerical analysis
on inputs and outputs and sensitivity analysis are
performed.
2 Proposed Model for Finding the Optimal
Number and Location of Spare Transformers
Transformer failures in distribution systems are not
preventable. For this reason, distribution system must be
planned, maintained and operated so that failures of
such equipment will be minimized. The issue that how
many number of spare transformers and mobile
transformers in a distribution network should be used
and also how their location should be determined so that
reliability will be in an acceptable rating are the matters
discussed in this paper. This issue focused on
determining the number of spare transformers that must
be used. For achieving this goal the number of
transformer failures that can be repaired and cannot be
repaired and required time for repairing and purchasing
of transformers are considered.
Locating of equipment is an issue that it has been
improved for equipment that they have a low mobility.
Determining the best location of the spare transformer is
an example of these problems.
In proposed model, spare transformer’s location is
obtained by means of the lowest distance from failed
transformer. Technically, it is a function of distances
between substations or population. Indeed, if the
population of area is more, distances between
substations will be less and their failures will be more.
If spare transformer location be near to failed
transformer location, transportation cost, outage cost
and not distributed energy will be less. These issues that
how many number of spare transformers and where they
must be located are the main purposes of the proposed
model.
In assessment of spare equipment, two factors can be
considered:
1. Achieving to an acceptable level of reliability.
2. Achieving to the lowest cost (such as not
distributed energy and cost of spare
transformers and etc.).
Each two above cases can be considered in the
following main function:
(1)
In the Eq. (1), ‘ ’ is the inserted cost to the system.
Technically, that is the purpose function of the proposed

model. Furthermore, Eq. (1) includes ‘
’ investment
cost & ‘
’ Imposed cost. If the system reliability is
reduced less than a predetermined level, costs or
penalties will be increased. Moreover, optimal number
and the best location of the spare transformer should
minimize the inserted costs (F).
In the proposed model, it is assumed that mobile
transformer is used when a transformer is failed. With
this method, outage duration will be decreased. The
mobile transformer remains instead of the failed
transformer until the spare transformer arrives at the
location of failure. And because they are in the circuit
for a short time, they are completely reliable, and failure
rate of this equipment can be assumed zero.
Transformer replacement is done when the mobile
transformer is in the circuit, therefore spare transformer
installation time does not have an effect on outage
duration. With assuming that there are enough spare
transformers in the stock room for replacing with failed
transformers, numbers of mobile transformers are
selected so that they support the maximum number of
failures in a month. With this method minimum outage
duration is achieved. Otherwise, for preventing from
purchasing and maintenance costs, number of them are
selected so that each of them can be used in one month.
In this situation, numbers of them may not be equal to
maximum number of failures that occur in one month,
because in that specific month, enough spare
transformers may not exist for replacing with failed
transformers. Therefore, finding optimum number of
spare transformers is crucial for providing high
reliability with minimum costs.
2.1 INV Model
comprises the following costs as Eq. (2).
(2)
where
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

∑

∑

∑
/1000

(8)

2.2 IMC Model
(9)
/1000
(10)
is revenue that has been lost for energy that has
not been supplied. If the outage did not occur, the
distribution company could earn these revenues.
∑ ∑
(11)
is the total energy not supplied in a year in
is the jth outage duration in ith month in
kWh and
minute and
is the lost load at jth outage in ith month
in kW.
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3
(12)
is thee total annuall cost of repaairing groups. In
above equatiion is total outage
o
duratioon in minute in
i a
year that is calculated withh (13):
∑ ∑
(13)
(14)
(
(15)
(16)
(17)

∑
∑
Fig. 1 illuustrates Eqs. 9-17.
9

maanagement dettermines the nnumber of tran
nsformers thatt
mu
ust be repairred, purchaseed and alloccated to thee
nettwork. And this process must be repeated everyy
mo
onth. In otherr words, num
mber of spare transformerss
thaat are availabble in stock room in eacch month, iss
dettermined withh the number oof total spare transformers,,
num
mber of faileed and fatiguued transform
mers in eachh
mo
onth and their repair or purcchase time spaan. Flowchartt
of this process has
h been show
wn in Fig. 3.

2.3 Outage Duration Moodel
(
(18)
∑
∑ ∑
(19)
Equations (18), (19) can be moodeled as sppare
transformer replacement
r
p
process
duratioons that is shoown
in Fig. 2. In
I Fig. 2 sysstem base sppeed is equall to
managementt operation tim
me.
2.4 NST
N Model
A spare trransformer repplacement proocess in ith moonth
includes beloow procedure::
Firstly, the numberr of failedd and fatiggued
transformers are determinned and then these
t
informattion
are given to the stock room managem
ment. Stock rooom

Fig
g. 3 Spare transfformer replacem
ment process.
Fig. 1 Summaarized relations between

Fig. 2 Outage duration modell.
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’ss inputs.

g. 4 Number of failed transform
mer that can be repaired.
Fig
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Fig. 5 Numberr of failed transsformers that caannot be repaireed.

mple, if
For exam
,
4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,

1,

2 then

,
,

O
(Simu
ulation Resullts)
3.2 Outputs
is the opttimum locatioon of the sparre transformerr
i MATLAB
B
thaat is obtainedd with optimuum toolbox in
sofftware. In this toolbox, tthe objective function forr
fin
nding the sparre transformeer’s location is defined soo
thaat, the total distances am
mong spare transformer’ss
loccation and failed transsformer’s locations getss
min
nimum. Som
me of the m
main GA parrameters andd
setttings for optimization arre as followss: Populationn
sizze=20, selecction functioon: Stochasttic uniform,,
Mu
utation function: Constraaint dependen
nt, Migrationn
dirrection: Forward, Migratioon fraction=0.2, Migrationn
interval=20, annd other reequired paraameters likee
Mu
utation functioon, Crossoverr function, … are assumedd
deffault.
(19)
3.93 5.53

.

3 Numericcal Studies
3.1 Sysstem Inputs
Numbers of failed trannsformers thatt can be repaiired
and cannot be
b repaired aree assumed as shown in Figgs. 4
and 5.
Failed traansformer reppairing duration is assumeed 2
months and spare transfoormer purchaasing durationn is
2,
4.
assumed 4 months. In other wordss
Number of reparable traansformers annd non-reparaable
transformers, transformerrs that must be repaired and
purchased and
a
number of
o transformeers that will be
available in the stock rooom and are peertained to sttock
room manageement could be
b obtained eaasily.
Other inpputs are: Cost of a transform
mer is 5 thoussand
dollars, cost of maintenannce and service of each sppare
transformer is 0.05 ($1000), cost of
o annual sppare
transformer repairing is 0.2 ($1000)), cost of sppare
transformer maintenance
m
location is 1 ($1000), costt of
mobile transsformer mainttenance locatiion is 2 ($10000),
cost of each mobile transsformer is 10 ($1000), costt of
maintenance and service of
o each mobile transformer in
each service period is 0.1 ($1000), nuumber of mobbile
transformer service
s
is 4 inn one year, coost of carryingg of
spare transfoormer in one kilometer iss 25 ($), costt of
loading andd depletion and installation of sppare
transformer is 150 ($), cost
c
of carryiing each mobbile
transformer in one kilometer is 20 ($)), cost of mobbile
transformer installation
i
is 100 ($).
The locaations of faileed transformeers in coordinnate
plane are asssumed accordiing to Fig. 6.
Number of
o below of eaach point show
ws the numbeer of
failures and number of abbove of each point shows lost
load in each outage in kiloowatt. Other innputs assumedd as
following:
20 ,
10 ,
30,
0
0.3
1,
3,
0.5
5,
0.07
75,
(18)
1,
2,
4

Fig
g. 6 Location off failed transforrmers.

Fig
g. 7 Cost curve at number of sppare transformeers
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Table 1 outpuuts of the propossed model.

= 21.6084
= 1.05
= 75.500
=110

=100
= 400.4667
= 3993.89
=40

Cost curvve at number of
o spare transformers obtaiined
as Fig. 7. Ass it can be seen from Fig. 7, with 20 sppare
transformer, the objectivee function will be the low
west.
So, the opttimum number of spare transformer for
optimizing thhe objective function
fu
is 20. In the follow
wing
figures " " iss the number of
o spare transfformer.
Then opttimal numberr of spare traansformers is 20.
For this num
mber of spare trransformers other
o
outputs are:
a
r = 4.49 10
= 20
(20)
+003
ENS = 3.43e+
Differentt costs has beeen depicted in Table 1. It
I is
observed thaat penalty costt is bigger thaan the other coosts
and the lost revenue
r
becauuse of not disttributed energgy is
the lowest. And the miinimum of thhe invested and
=7884.43.
imposed costts are
If the nuumber of sparre transformerrs be so that the
stock room gets emptyy, and thereefore the sppare
transformer is
i not existencce for replaceement with failed
transformer, in this situatiion customerss get a long-time
outage and cost of outage will be extrem
mely high.
For moree clearness, foor states that customers geet a
long-time ouutage, cost currve is accordinng to Fig. 8. It
I is
observed thaat if even onee transformer be less than the
required num
mber, total cosst will be 68711 million dollaars.
3.3 Sensittivity Analysiis
3.33.1 Sensitivitty to System Speed
If the reqquired time foor repairing has
h been reduuced
one month and
a the requuired time forr purchasing has
been reducedd to two monthhs, in this situuation, numbeer of
required sparre transformerrs will be redduced and cosst of
spare transfoormers and maaintenance willl be reduced.

Fig. 8 Cost cuurve for state thaat customers geet long time outage.
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But repairingg is done fastter, for this reeason its costt
willl be increaseed. Furthermorre,
,
are increasedd
and
d ,
, are decreasedd and other parameters aree
nott changed. In
I this state, the cost cu
urve will bee
acccording to Figg. 9.
For more cllearness, in a state that th
he number off
spaare transformeer be so that ccustomers get a long outagee
durration, cost cuurve will be suuch as Fig. 10.
As it is obseerved from Figgs. 9 and 10, total cost forr
theese situations will
w decrease.
If repairing and purchasinng times are increased,
i
forr
exaample, repairiing time is inncreased to 3 months andd
purrchasing timee is increased to 6 months,, in this state,,
outtput will be acccording to Fiig. 11.
For more cllearness, in a state that th
he number off
spaare transformeer be so that ccustomers get a long outagee
durration, cost cuurve will be suuch as Fig. 12.
As it is observed from Figgs. 11 and 12,, total cost forr
theese situations will
w increase.
If the requirred time for ppurchasing traansformers bee
two
o months and be assumed ffixed, but the required timee
forr repairing chaanges from onne to five mo
onths, numberr
of required sparre transformerrs will be acco
ording to Fig..
13. So, for diffeerent repairingg time, differeent number off
spaare transformeers will be neeeded.

Fig
g. 9 Cost curve for state

1
1,

2.

Fig
g. 10 Cost curvve for state thaat customers get
g a long timee
outtage duration with
w
1,
2.
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Fig
g. 14 Cost curvee sensitivity to pprice of transfo
ormer.
Fig. 11 Cost curve for state

3,

6.

In Fig.14, cuurves have diffferent slopes because
forr
20 hass a direct rellationship witth . Outagee
durration cost foor state
20 is very high,
h
for thiss
reaason, it is alsoo observed thaat transformerr’s price doess
nott have a certaiin effect in thiis state.

Fig. 12 Cost curve for statee that customerrs get a long time
t
outage duratioon with
3,
6.

Fig. 13 Number of required spare
s
transformers at .

3.3.2 Sensitivity to Costs
C
Sensitiviity of
to
Transfoormer Cost
For conssidered exampple with
2,
4 and
other inputs are similar to
t first simullation, if costt of
transformers change from
m 3 to 7 thoussand dollars, cost
c
curves will be
b according too Fig. 14.

4 Discussion
It has beenn observed tthat with the consideredd
asssumption, thee penalty costt is bigger th
han the otherr
cossts and the loost revenue bbecause of no
ot distributedd
eneergy is the low
west. If the nuumber of sparee transformerss
be so that the sttock room getts empty, and therefore thee
spaare transformeer is not existtence for repllacement withh
failed transform
mer, in this ssituation custtomers get a
lon
ng-time outagge and cost off outage will be extremelyy
hig
gh.
curves,
c
it cann
From the sennsitivity analyysis of
be deduced thatt with decreaasing of requ
uired time forr
rep
pairing and purchasing,
p
w
we will need fewer sparee
tran
nsformers andd their mainteenance costs will
w decrease..
For different prrice of transfformers,
curves willl
hav
ve different slopes. If the numbeer of sparee
tran
nsformers avvailable in thhe stock room
m be so thatt
cusstomers do noot get a very long outage duration,
d
or
be constant, in this situationn
curves for differentt
will be paarallel togetheer. Otherwise,
curvess
willl have different slopes aand are not parallel withh
tog
gether. Also, for differentt repairing time, differentt
num
mber of sparee transformers will be needeed.
5 Conclusion
In this papeer, a compreehensive illusstration assett
maanagement activities
a
inn relation with sparee
tran
nsformers haave been preesented and number andd
loccation of spaare transform
mers have beeen optimizedd
usiing with data of failed trannsformers. In the presentedd
mo
odel for decrreasing of ouutage time due
d
to failedd
tran
nsformers, moobile transform
mers are used
d. Many of thee
req
quired param
meters for assessment of sparee
tran
nsformers, forr example num
mber of failed
d transformerss
and
d fatigued traansformers in each month, cost of eachh
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spare transformer and cost of mobile transformers,
location cost of maintenance, transportation cost,
required time for repairing and purchasing have been
considered. Transformers have a critical role in
reliability and need a huge investment, and
maintenance, repairing, replacement are some of the
options that are used in the asset management for
increasing reliability and investment so for decreasing
the number of required spare transformers and their
maintenance cost, we must decrease repairing and
purchasing times; These actions in turn increase cost.
With the method that has been presented in this paper,
some asset management activities that are required for
determining the optimal number of spare transformers
are considered and it is the advantage of this method
rather than other methods.
Nomenclature
Number of obsolete transformers in ith month.
Number of fatigued transformers in ith month
and must be bought.
Number of transformers that have been
bought in ith month.
Lost revenue because of not distributed
energy ($ 1000).
Cost of maintenance groups ($ 1000).
Cost of a serviceman ($/minute).
Total mobile transformers cost ($ 1000).
Installation cost of a mobile transformer ($).
Total mobile transformer maintenance cost ($
1000).
Cost of a mobile transformer maintenance and
service ($ 1000/month).
Mobile transformer location cost ($ 1000).
Capital cost of a mobile transformer ($ 1000).
Cost of carrying a mobile transformer
($/kilometer).
Fine of outages ($ 1000).
Fine of each additional outage ($ 1000).
Fine of each additional outage duration ($
1000)
location cost of spare transformers and mobile
transformers ($ 1000).
Cost of location of a spare transformer ($
1000).
Total cost of spare transformers (S 1000).
Capital cost of each spare transformer ($
1000).
Cost of repairing and replacing of failed
transformers ($ 1000).
Cost of each transformer repairing ($ 1000).
Total
maintenance
cost
and
spare
transformers service ($ 1000).
Annually repairing cost of a spare transformer
($ 1000).
carrying and installation costs of mobile
transformers and spare transformers ($ 1000).
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Cost of carrying each spare transformer
($/kilometer).
Cost of loading, depletion and installation of a
spare transformer ($).
Distance of a spare transformer location to jth
failed transformer in ith month (km).
Energy not distributed (kWh).
Number of 3 serviceman groups.
Imposed Costs.
Inserted Costs ($ 1000).
Investment cost.
Number of mobile transformers.
Lost load in jth outage in ith month (kW).
Revenue of distribution company from each
kilowatt-hour ($).
Number of failed transformers in ith month
and must be repaired.
Number of transformers that have been
repaired in ith month.
Number of available transformer in the stock
room in ith month.
Total number of spare transformer.
Total outage durations (min).
Mobile transformer installation durations
(min).
Spare transformer purchasing durations
(month).
durations of failed transformer locating (min).
jth Outage durations in jth month (min).
mobile transformer carrying durations
(min/km).
Failed transformer Repairing durations
(month).
Carrying and installation of mobile
transformer durations (minute).
Number of mobile transformer servicing in
each year.
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